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Sitting in an idyllic location overlooking the
southern tip of Wallis Lake, this
architecturally crafted home is the ultimate
experience to recharge
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Outdoor living effortlessly ties into the
architecture creation by minimising the
boundary between the two elements

Energy integration brings process and
power together. We conducted a seamless
connected project for our clients exceeding
expectation and ensuring a longterm
relationship.

A recap from the Managing Director
detailing how the integration elements
seamed together

See where our most publicised project
landed across the architecture and design
world
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The project team behind Wallis Lake House.

02 THE ELEMENTS

RESPITE & RETREAT

Wallis Lake House was born with a very strong
architectural undercurrent of uniqueness, but a
design that has been grounded in purpose.
This home was created to provide a space for
people to feel a sense of rejuvenation and
retreat.

Sitting in an idyllic location overlooking the
southern tip of Wallis Lake, this crafted home is
the ultimate experience to recharge and break
away from the busyness of life. From a
technology drenched world, this home elevates
you to bask in the openness of natural
possibilities.

The electrical components needed to exude an
element of simple human centric lighting
principles. This provides a space where the
home owner can adjust the colour temperature
of the lights and intensity to accommodate
their needs, moods and wellbeing.
Well-being and experience were central in the
design of this home and has been responsible
for the widely received glory of public eye in
which Wallis Lake House has received.

03 RESPITE AND RETREAT

"Natural Possibilities"

The architectural brief was to create an
experimental home where people could come
and retreat from their everyday world. A
central element was to marry the landscape
and the home seamlessly.

NATURAL
LANDSCAPE
Land is really the best art. It guides us to create and explore the relationships of the man
made world and the natural landscape. To offer a level of respect and acknowledgement
that the world of design is intimately connected by what surrounds it.
Wallis Lake House provides a harmonious dance between the built world and the natural
world. Standing on the balcony from the master bedroom looking through custom
operable screens by electro actuators, you gain size of presence in the world. Nature
trumps. The natural landscape is in control. Always.
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INTEGRATION

GreenElec's Integration team strategically plan and design solutions for A-grade commercial,
luxury residential homes and apartments, retail and mixed-used precincts.
We review, research and ideate to identify clear meaning behind the storytelling our clients
want to create. We bring together these ideas and formulate an execution plan with gold-star
project management across the conceptualisation, design, construction and aftercare phases.

Access Control
Security PIR
CCTV
Intercom
Home Network

Home Theatre
Audio

Cooling
Heating
Irrigration

Solar
Energy Storage
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Lighting Design
Lighting Control

OUR UNIQUE POINT OF DIFFERENCE
GreenElec's unique difference is our credible
background experience in the fields of
electrical, renewable energy, engineering,
planning, design and technology over 13
years.
We balance our deep understanding of the
aesthetics of design with the pragmatics of
constructibility and our broad knowledge of
construction systems. This results in
innovative design solutions that:

1
2
3

Increase project marketability;

Improve the value, efficiency safety
and environmental performance of
smart homes; and

Provide better user experiences for
our clients
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A
WORD
The Wallis Lake House commands the natural
environmental sublimity. Situated on the Northern
NSW Coast Line overlooking the southern tip of Wallis
Lake, this North Facing architectural build opens
possibilities for inner retreat and respite.

This new build was designed to provide an experience
for the home owner to share with family and friends.
The design elements were purposefully selected to
offer simple yet mindful functionality.

The Brief
The brief from our the client was to keep the electrical
design simple but purposeful. This was not the primary
place of residence for our client and it was important to
be able to monitor the security system and CCTV
remotely. A minimalistic view of end-point fixtures
needed to blend into the off-form design and not
distract from the architectural flow within the home.
The Challenges
The lower part of the home was created by off-form
concrete, meaning the precision of conduit set-out
during the deck-work and rough-in phases needed to
be exact. This was critical due to end-point fixtures
needing to be mounted directly to the concrete ceilings
and walls.

Precise measurements and set-out was also
executed during the deck-work phase prior to
concrete pouring.
The Outcome
We provided our client a NESS security and Dahua
CCTV system for remote monitoring. This was a top
of the range product choice at the time offering our
client extensive monitoring capabilities. Legrand
Excel black fittings were selected for a slimline
finish. There were no dimmers needed due to the
correct illumination density designed by the
architect.
An audio system was used with Sonos products and
connected via the network connection.
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The location of this home being situation on the NSW
Northern Coast presenting challenges of managing this
project from afar, as our company is based in Sydney.
Extensive pre-planning and organisation was critical
for executing a project efficiently from aboard.

The Solution
Due to the security and CCTV system elements
being incredibly important to our client it was critical
we provided a reliable off-site monitoring platform.
We designed and installed a network connected
system to allow a reliable connection at all times.

LIMELIGHT
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PROJECT
SPECIFICATION
BUILDER

Wallis Lake House

PCM Projects

PROJECT TYPE

INTEGRATION

Residential

GreenElec Integration Team

LOCATION

ELECTRICAL + SECURITY

Pacific Palms NSW

GreenElec

ARCHITECT

LANDSCAPE

Matthew Woodward

Pangkarra Garden Design

PHOTOGRAPHY

JOINERY

Brett Boardman
& GreenElec

Saltwater Joinery
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PROJECT NAME

greenelec.com.au
Energy Integration Speciliasts

David Tullington
Head of Integration
0459 677 122
david@greenelec.com.au

